QUARANZINE
What we made during the quarantine
Crisfield local, David Humphreys has been gardening with his grandchildren; Aubrey, Eli, Jobi, and Judah Humphreys over the quarantine. They are proud of their progress over the past several months.
Pretty needlepoint designed by Ryan Brown.

Parker Brown had fun painting flowers!
Before and after pictures of the new flower bed my husband and son built for me in March. The lilies in the lower bed came with us from Pittsburgh last summer. They came from my late father in-law’s gardens. We’ve had them for almost 10 years.

-Janice Mekovsky
Quilted Table Runners
by Ann Smith

Pen and marker illustration by Lorna Crockett
A knife made with a found antler by Justin Brown

A chest that my husband built for me
-Zuri Brown
Originally from Smith Island and now a Crisfield local, Cody Bradshaw has been repairing a boat during the pandemic. He started with fully replacing the flooring and has built a center console from scratch.
Ryan and I traded canvases. She experimented with stencils and I tried to play with texture.
-Zuri Brown